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An Environmental Response
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by Leah Joan McGavern
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Abstract
To design with the environment can mean many different things-from
analyzing energy efficiency, to building with recycled materials, to researching a
material's embodied energy. This thesis is not a technical paper, nor does it
attempt to find novel ways to save energy. Rather, it first tries to understand a
building through it's sensitivity to climate, to the wind and sun, therefore dealing with
solar gain, daylighting and natural ventilation. Second, it tries to design with
sensitivity to the contextual surroundings, incorporating observations of the site and
surrounding buildings, melding these observations with the design. Third, it tries to
make a human-oriented environment, providing a public place in the city, contribut-
ing to the contextual landscape.
The building is an aquaculture research center in the Charlestown Navy Yard.
Three main programmatic components define the building: a production-oriented
fish farm which uses the dry dock for growing fish and also stocks the dry dock to
provide public recreational fishing; a research facility to study and experiment with
the growth of new species; and a public exhibition space where people can observe
the production of fish, an experience enhanced through the building form.
Thesis Supervisor: Jan Wampler
Title: Professor of Architecture
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The breakdown of sizes, from
the large, uninterrupted roof to
the individual window mullions,
builds a continuous rhythm
along First Street that mirrors
the patient walk of a pedestrian.
The expansive roof size is
broken down by the repetition
of monitors and by the
articulation of an ornamental
brick comice. The structural
system reads clearly through
the expression of each
masonry pier and through the
omamental articulation of each
bay.
An old foundry building on First Street
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At the figure-ground level, the
dominant buildings at the Navy
Yard generally lack in physical
exchange between the indoors
and the outdoors. However,
the structures on the roof top of
this foundry building, typical of
many other buildings at the
Yard, show a strong formal
exchange with the outdoors.
The monitors have an eclectic
form that have a reciprocal
relationship with their
surroundings. Also, the upper
roof is set back, providing
another exchange or zone of
transition away from the street,
and it further articulates the
building's directional form.
Roof of an old foundry building on First Street.
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There is tactile nature to the
tectonic forms of many old
bearing wall structures at the
Navy Yard. This tactility is
often emphasized by scars of
abandonment and neglect,
enhancing the textural quality of
the landscape. Here, sun-
bleached plywood tacked on an
exposed interior wall, and
rusted steel extending from the
ruddy brick surface contrast
with a sharp-edged broken
window. The dark void of an
opening brings depth to the
building's mass, creating
contrast with the blunt, flat wall.
Abandoned building on First Street
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One appeal of urban
waterfronts, like rural
waterfronts, is the openness of
the landscape and the
experience of the sky. Like
trees at a waters edge, a
multitude of lines and cables
screen views in much the same
way that trees frame and
contrast the water's horizon,
making a strong contrast of
vertical and horizontal
elements.
Looking at Dry Dock 5 from the Shipyard Quarters Marina
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Where areas have been
neglected and pavement has
cracked, natural vegetation
thrives and imposes itself on
the order of the site. In some
cases vegetation even begins
to dominate existing buildings,
securing itself as a viable part
of the infrastructure. It has not
only legitimately established
itself, but contributes to the
landscape in such a way as to
suggest a direction for
continued development.
Abandoned building with smokestacks, with the Tobin Bridge in the background
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Designing with the Environment
Buildings have become stagnant entities.
Building practices and the economics of
development have grown so conventionalized and
so economically based that expectations are stifled
and enlightened notions of the future have no
outlets in the physical world. As containments for
the world's exponentially increasing population,
how can buildings counteract the denial of the
human senses and develop awareness of the
planet's ecological balance?
Many recently popularized ideas about "green
architecture" have attempted to incorporate the
concept of environmentally conscientious design.
However, in the wide spectrum of proposals, some
approaches seem completely unrelated to real
environmental problems, some only skim the
surface of issues and still others have taken hold of
serious environmental and human-based issues.
Some are technologically grounded, while others
look at the aesthetics of building with nature.
Croxton Collaborative was among the first recently-
published "green" architects to deal with employee
comfort, recycling of materials, and natural
daylighting and ventilation in the design of the
Natural Resourses Defense Council headquarters.
With the flood of published articles on this building
a trend has been proclaimed through the media of
a new period for designers. James Wines, another
often published designer and spokesperson for
"green design", struggles to create gripping images
of nature integrated with building form to suggest
new "living iconographies" that advocate an
understanding of nature's potential (Arch//ecture,
May 1991). Although it remains primarily symbolic,
his work can often capture the imagination.
Another kind of approach to "green design" is
one that is less grounded in solving environmental
problems. For example, Edward Marzia, in
Progressve Archiecture, def ines the
interdependence of bult and natural environments
as the making of "sacred spaces." "To create
sacred space," he says, "is to construct a universe,
to repeat the primordial act of transforming chaos
into order." (Progressive Arc//ecture, March 1991)
This attitude articulates a pretentious and
unpracticle direction for buildings of the future. It
suggests that nature is disorderly and needs
controlling. It also ignores the potential for a
building to respond to global envrionmental
problems.
This approach also suggests a lack of
responsibility by the architects. The environmental
crisis is very real and a tremendous change in
attitude is needed before appropriate long-term
solutions can effect the balance. Presently, the
U.S. accounts for 35 to 40% of ozone depletion by
chlorofluorocarbons. Approximately 30% of carbon
dioxide emissions, 20 to 30% of municipal solid
wastes, and 35% of the annual energy
consumption are associated with the built
environment (Arc//ecture, May 1991). It is
necessary, therefore, to not at least address these
issues through design when proclaiming a project
to be environmentally sound.
Designing with the environment has no single
meaning or interpretation. A new holistic approach
to building design is needed to transform our
relationship with, and understanding of, the
environment as it relates to buildings and as it
relates to man. Several factors must be
considered and understood.
First is the making of human places. This does
not mean simply providing public space, but rather
recalling the importance of making public places as
well as engaging people into the process of design.
Regarding open spaces, Kevin Lynch is critical of
the generosity of many plans when so much open
space is dedicated to public use (Lynch, 1981). He
says,
"planners will strain to increase the quantity of
open space and forget to monitor its quality. The
amount of something is one of its important
characteristics (and there can be too much of it
as in the case of public plazas, too large to seem
active and inviting.) But the key test is the
behavioral fit." (Lynch, 1981)
Often open space is provided but at the expense of
the human place in the city fabric; more open
space is not more human space. Similarly, collec-
tive housing is provided but without attention to the
needs of the inhabitants. The most successful
human places are those which developed over
time, continuing a pattern of familiarity, association
and contextual character (fig.1).
Second, the proper and educated use of
natural resources must be considered early in the
design process. Renovating existing buildings is
one way to minimize excessive use of natural
materials. Building with recycled materials supports
the recycling industry and minimizes waste. Also,
many types of wood have been recklessly cut from
the rain forest and their use must be avoided to
preserve the ecosystem.
Third, reducing dependence on fossil fuels
should be fundamental to every design process
through the making of appropriate climate-based
decisions. Increasing natural ventilation and
designing with the earth's motion around the sun
provide a beginning. It is important to understand-
ing how materials are made and that some materi-
als exhaust fossil fuel supplies while similar
alternatives use little energy in production.
(fig. 1) Christopher Alexander
has long been concerned with
the making of human places,
and in Mexicala he has
emphasized incorporating
residences' involvement in the
making of vernacular homes.
Fourth, building human-oriented environments
that provide comfort through natural daylighting
and ventilation, and that allow for interaction
between the inhabitants and nature must be funda-
mental to the designer's thinking (fig. 2). If building
and ecosystem are considered together, the exper-
iential quality for the inhabitants is much enhanced.
Fifth, exploring the interrelatedness of a
building and the ecology to find new expressions
through physical form (fig.3) is part of rebuilding
our relationship to nature.. This can mean intensify-
ing greenery in or around the building, redefining a
building in its relationship with the ground-such as
burying a building- or developing expression
through the structural system.
Sixth, city fabrics need strengthening.
Therefore, designing with a consideration of
context, rebuilding strained infrastructures, and
constructing physical continuities can help rebuild a
city environment.
Most important, however, is the understanding
that every building, every built environment, and
every outdoor space is part of a continuous, whole
ecology. The notion that a city works on a different
set of natural principles is wrong. We tend to view
urban wilds as something out of place, as unruly
and inappropriate in a civilized setting. Closed-off
environments in the city, built as protection from
weather, from the public and from urban mayhem
create an illusion that ecological concerns belong
to another realm outside the urban landscape.
Traditionally, wilderness served as a refuge from
industrial science and "educated people learned to
look at these phenomena as expressions of a
natural order different from the creations of human
order" (Dubos, 1980). Eighteenth century utopian
parks, such as Olmsted's Central Park, reinforce
the either/or notion of country versus city living.
Regarding the city and suburb/rural dichotomy, J.B.
Jasckson says people flee to greener land while
(fig. 2) Guenter Behnisch's
Secondary School on the
Schafersfeld, 1984. Behnish
allows for individual control over
dayighting and ventilation.
(fig. 3) SITE has been very
concemed with designing
striking images of nature's
interplay with building.
"...the planners, and developers and social tech-
nicians dream of rebuilding the city on a sumptu-
ous scale with purely social and economic objec-
tives. Both parties give up all attempts to recre-
ate an efficient man-made environment and the
city as a cultural achievement is threatened with
extinction. The symbiotic minded observer can
tell us why: the modern city may be rich and
efficient and intellectually vital, but it has ceased
to insure health and a sense of well-being; it has
ceased to be a natural environment." (Jackson,
1970)
We have over-domesticated and over-main-
tained ourselves in the city. As Rene Dubos says,
these humanized environments limit human
potential. Little experiential quality is attributed to
the daily experience of habitation. We cannot easily
breathe fresh air in an office building without taking
an elevator seven flights to ground level. We do
not understand that Black-Eyed Susans bloom in
August, nor do we know when the tide is high or
low. Identical types of trees fill city parks and line
city boulevards, and public places are sterile and
bland.
Jackson goes on to say that a well designed
city provides for our senses, that a well designed
city cannot imitate nature,
"but it gives us archways and pools of daylight,
and flights of steps and views; the splash of water
in fountains, echoes and music; the breath of
damp cool air, the harmony of colors and the
unpolluted sun..." (Jackson, 1970)
Anne Spirn similarly suggests that a new
expression of nature in the city is needed:
"It is time to expand what has been a romantic
attachment to the ornaments of nature into a
commitment to reshape the city in harmony with
the workings of nature. Knowledge of these
processes and the application of new technology
can provide that means." (Spirn, 1984)
The intent of this thesis is not to develop a
technical treatise on a building's energy
consumption, nor is it an attempt to experiment
with novel approaches towards saving energy.
Instead, the intent is to integrate environmental
considerations into the design and it is driven by
the understanding that conscientious design
requires a more holistic approach. The making of
public places, the controlling of direct solar gain,
the use of daylighting, the ability to experience
outdoors from within the building-all these
considerations entail bringing the same sensitivitys
to a building that an individual experiences
outdoors on a crisp fall day: the sun warming one's
face, a cool wind rustling through trees, the crunch
of dry leaves beneath a foot, the pure sky. A
building does not have to isolate a person from
these sensations.
In particular, the first concern in this thesis is in
regard to the program of the proposed building, an
aquaculture research center, fish farm and
exhibition. The integration of mixed uses and
combined public and private activity helps support
the public nature of the site, provide public
exposure to a private activity and make for a new
public place-indoor and outdoor-in the city.
Second, the building design attempts to be true
to the existing landscape of its site, the
Charlestown Navy Yard. It does this in several
important ways: 1) by building on the physical
directions inherent in the site organization, 2) by
using existing buildings and their tectonic nature as
a structural and organizational reference, and, 3)
by developing the building's edges to secure a
place for habitation on the site.
Third, the designtrys to capture an experiential
quality that retains physical continuity and
exchange with the outdoors. The open plan and
section allows for visual and access continuity
through the building and an articulated structural
system enables one to understand how it is made.
Lastly, the building is sensitive to sun and wind
in an attempt to reduce its dependence on fossil
fuel for heating and cooling. Daylighting techniques
allow for individual comfort control of the indoor
environment and help provide the building with a
rich aesthetic.
Together, these elements contribute to only a
partial study of what makes a design
environmentally conscientious. This project only
begins to develop a notion for a building that can
heighten a persons perception of nature in the city.
Indeed,"Nature in the city is all a matter of
perception." (Spirn, 1984) .
Courtesv Boston National Historical Park. National Park Service
Dry Dock 5 in 1942 shown
during the construction of a
destroyer escort ship for
World War /I.
Charlestown Navy Yard and Dry Dock 5
There is a beneficent quality to the
Charlestown Navy Yard. As part of a major city, so
close to the chaos and noise of downtown Boston,
the Yard is unusually set apart, quiet, and intimate.
Pedestrians -not cars-dominate the clean
streets, and families enjoy strolling along the
water's edge or visiting boats in the marinas and
the dry docks. Residents tend their patios with care
on sunny Saturday afternoons. Yet the worn bricks
of the old foundry building or the shattered win-
dows of an abandoned structure tell of a rich
history full of accommodation to change. Remain-
ing linear building forms relate to previous needs of
production and manufacturing. The Yard's isola-
tion recalls the Navy's need for control and secu-
rity, and its severed connection to the residential
fabric of Charlestown recalls a building boom that
touched this area only peripherally.
His tory
This area of Charlestown was first landfilled in
the early 1800's and a process of wharfing out
continued until 1942 when the final dry dock, Dry
Dock 5, was built in preparation for WWII.
The Navy Yard's participation in the naval war
with France in 1799 marked the beginning of its
continual adaptation to political tides over the 150
years it serviced the country. The Yard played a
significant role in the War of 1812 when it served
primarily as a repair and storage facility, and again
in the Civil War when it supported squadrons
blockading southern ports and converted small
vessels to war ships. In 1833 construction of the
first United States dry dock began and the quarter
mile rope walk building, where cordage for ships
was manufactured for over a hundred years, was
built by Alexander Parris. In the 1890's a second
X>
dry dock was built as activity at the Yard increased
during the Spanish-American War and later during
World War I. During World War II, the Navy's
operations turned full-scale, employing nearly
50,000 men and women who worked around the
clock, seven days a week. After the war, activity
turned towards the modernization of old vessels
and rehabilitation of vintage ships. In 1975, after a
decline in activity, the Yard was closed by the
federal government.
Since its closing, much of the area has been
refurbished and over time has grown into a large
mixed-use community. Presently the Yard attracts
a very strong tourist population. The Constitution is
Boston's most important attraction, visited by
millions of tourists annually. Other facilities,
including a small marine museum, the Constitution
Museum, the Nantucket light ship, the
Revolutionary Museum and the architecture itself
provide opportunities to revisit the area's history.
TheYard has become a popular place for the city to
hold annual celebrations such as the Fourth of
July, Coastweeks and Harborfest which draw
visitors out along the piers and to the water's edge.
The marinas and visiting sailboats keep the piers
active in the summer and allow further tourist
participation.
After much of the area became open for private
development, a new residential community
reclaimed several of the old industrial buildings.
With the construction of a few new condominium
communities, both up-scale and lower to middle-
income, residents have aquired a strongstake in
the growth of the Yard. Furthermore, with the
completion of a new master plan, much of the area
has been leased to Massachusetts General
Hospital for research, thus establishing a strong
working community which consists primarily of
biomedical research and the Massachusetts Water
Resource Authority.
(fig. 4) A plan of the
Charlestown Navy Yard with
proposed project.
Physical structure
The Navy Yard begins fairly deep in the inner
harbor. It is bounded by the Little Mystic Channel
to the north and by the inner harbor and the mouth
of the Charles River to the east, with Charlestown
City Square to the south. Several large barriers
separate the Yard from Charlestown including a
major access road to the Tobin bridge, a 12' high
granite and iron wall and a quarter-mile granite
building called the 'rope walk'. Only three gates
penetrate these boudaries and allow access into
the site (fig. 4).
The infrastructure of the Navy Yard is very
stable and could support a very rich and diverse
physical structure. Main streets run parallel to the
water's edge, dictating the direction of most of the
buildings and providing visual and pedestrian
continuity through the length of the site. At First
Street, buildings suddenly turn perpendicular to the
street, aligning themselves with the dry-docks and
(fig. 5) Persepctive view of the
BRA's proposed plan for
parcels 6 and 7.
providing direct access to the water. The many
dry-docks and extended piers allow for multiple
experiences of the water's edge, and the
resultingedge form provides opportunities for varied
and direct experience of the water.
The craftsmanship seen in the buildings
provides intimacy at a very small scale, despite the
fact that several buildings extend over 300 feet
without a break in the built continuity. Buidiing
materials, primarily granite, brick and wood, give
solidity and textural variety.
New plans
The Boston Redevelopment Authority (BRA)
has developed a master plan for the Yard, fixing a
continued biomedical presence on the site and
proposing future development. While respecting
historic buildings through restoration, the plan fails
to preserve the unique landscape. Bulky, scaleless
buildings make inhuman outdoor spaces (fig. 5).
The twelve story buildings offer no exchange with
the public on the ground level. Built as infill
structures they reveal a failure to recognize the
formal existing qualities inherent in the organization
of the site. The resulting experiential quality of the
water and the water's edge is nill.
Dry Dock 5 and Parcel 6
At the very end of First Street at the Northern
part of the Yard, Parcel 6 and Dry Dock 5 lie
completely vacant. The total of approximately
[30,000] square feet of backfilled land has
enormous potential as an opposing anchor to the
Constitution and museum area and as a
termination to First Street. It also has great
potential as a public place in the Yard and in the
city of Boston.
The opening to the Mystic Channel is primarily
industrial, with a large cargo terminal, a scrap
metal plant and an oil refinery serving as a
backdrop to the north west. Across the inner
harbor, Chelsea's residential and business
community has turned its back on the shoreline,
leaving it to tugboats, boat storage and other non-
public uses. Yet, despite the industrial nature of
the water's edge, the panorama from the site is
extensive and colorful. A great opportunity exists
to make this less familiar part of Boston visible.
Dry Dock 5 , often used to construct two ships
simultaneously during WW 1I, sits full of seawater,
unused and rusting. One hundred feet wide by 500
feet long, and 26 feet deep, it could once again be
made to serve some useful purpose. .
Collaged image of Dry Dock 5
and Parcel 6 as it appears
today.
M Section through the
aquaculture center, showing
the tank space for fish
culture, the exhibit catwalk
and offices on the third floor.
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A Public Aquaculture Center
Aquaculture
Fish and other aquatic animals were farmed as
early as 2000 BC (Iversen, 1968) as part of an
attempt to control food supply for the human
population. What began as "open" cultivation
systems, where wild fish are simply contained in
natural water bodies for rearing, has increasingly
developed into a system where reproduction
cycles, feeding habits, and adult growth is
managed with the intent of producing fish for profit.
This type of aquaculture becomes increasingly
important given the recent trend of exploitation of
wild fish harvests around the world, and notably in
the George's Bank area, off the coast of
Massachusetts, where fishing activity is being
severely restricted to allow the rebuilding of natural
fish stocks.
Only recently has technology begun to
impact and intensively control the cultivation
process, making it more efficient and, in some
cases, more economically viable. Now,
aquaculture production is nearing 20 million tons
of fish a year, contributing 15% to the world
production of fish harvest (Fish Farmi7g
/ntenat/ona/ p.1). In the United States the
production of striped bass by culture has already
outgrown natural production (Bardach, 1972).
Japan's farming activity is increasing at a rapid
rate, with the growth of marine aquaculture
outpacing freshwater. Israel, despite its
generally unfavorable conditions for growing fish,
including lack of land and pasture space, has
developed highly successful culture by
increasing the intensiveness of their systems.
ir
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Despite this increase in aquaculture activity,
breeding fish and other marine animals for
cultivation has yet to be fully exploited. Many
popular but over-fished species have not been
successfully bred in captivity. Fish, such as
halibut, lay minute eggs and must be fed by
microscopic zooplankton so that getting eggs from
a larval stage into the grow-out stage is not yet
practical or possible on a large scale. Once this
becomes feasible, halibut or cod could be cultured
and marketed on a large scale, allowing the
implementation of needed restrictions on wild
harvesting, a prerequisite to the regrowth of natural
stocks. Continued research is necessary to achieve
this kind of control.
A fish farm in the Navy Yard
Siting a fish farm in the city suggests that
harbor water can be made clean enough to support
intensive culture. It also implies that control over
production could be accomplished in a context
zoned by the city for a high degree of public
accessibility. Although urban fish farms do exist in
some forms, the approach described in this paper
differs from traditional approaches. A farm in
western Massachusetts operates as a closed
system geared towards high volume production
and is virtually inaccessible to the public, both
visually and physically. It filters and circulates its
own water and fish are contained in 30' diameter
indoor tanks. Many outdoor open systems, while
making themselves more accessible to the public,
are generally sited in rural environments, using
natural bodies of water. The farm at the Navy Yard
will use existing outdoor facilities, i.e. the dry dock,
provide public accessibility and function as a
closed culture system.
(fig. 6a) Plan of the proposed
aquaculture center, showing
programatic layout on the first
level.
While concerns for management of water
quality and public interaction are quite real, they
are dealt with minimally in this paper. The intent of
this thesis is to explore an Aoea:to inquire into ways
of connecting the urban public to man's
interconnectedness and dependence on nature, as
well as to man's technological understanding of
nature's processes. A fish farm in the city offers an
opportunity to clarify attitudes about and relation-
ships to the ocean. This is especially useful in a
city where the ocean environment is less acces-
sible and only minimally perceived.
A public dimension
The desire to teach about the environment
suggests that the aquaculture center and fish farm
should accommodate the public, integrating them
into the facility while maintaining unobtrusive
control over their movement. Hence, the public
enters into a large atrium then moves through the
large exhibit area on the second floor (fig. 6a and
6b). A catwalk connecting a cafe and exit to the
opposite harbor end of the building allows visibil-
ity of much of the fish production below, which
include egg fertilization and hatching, and other
harvesting and rearing activities. Accessibility to
the dry dock can be controlled by limiting access
on the ground floor. Outdoor observation of the
dry dock can occur at second floor balconies.
Presently, the Yard lacks public restaurants
or indoor gathering places that are not museums.
Thus, a restaurant at the western end of the
facility, above the public courtyard, is available to
the Center's visitors and also for the surrounding
working/living community. The restaurant, visible
from far down First Street, also gives life to the
area, and allows for an after dark presence.
(fig. 6b) Long section showing
the programatic arrangement
by floor, looking south.
One important way the facility can supplement
income and increase public accessibility is by
providing public recreational fishing in the dry dock.
The eastern end of the dry dock would be regularly
stocked, with people paying per pound of fish
caught. The option to have fish processed on the
site for an additional small fee further engages the
public in the facility's activities. A viewing platform
above the processing room allows the pubic to
observe fish processing.
How it works
The ground floor, or "wet floor", is where tanks,
processing, and research labs exist. A 2,400
square feet is available for tanks of various sizes
for different purposes. In general, tank size
increases as fish mature, with stocking densities,
i.e. kilograms of fish per cubic meter, remaining
somewhat constant. Each tank is spaced to
accommodate a fork lift and other large equipment.
On the eastern end, research on the culture of new
species and other experimentation can occur in
parallel with the production process, thereby
allowing for valuable interaction of production and
research. The second floor is primarily exhibit
space, with outdoor views onto the dry dock and an
indoor catwalk overlooking the culture tanks.
Administration, offices, lounge and library are on
the third floor.
The fish farm's linear form connects it directly
to the dry dock. An access zone around the dry
dock perimeter allows for vehicular as well as
pedestrian access, providing for the servicing of
fish and for equipment maintenance. The rearing
of salt water trout, already successfully grown for
large markets, begins inside the building where fish
are spawned and managed in small tanks through
their larval stages. This is also where larval fish for
stocking public fishing facilities will be reared.
Fish for production begin their grow-out stage
in net pens in the dry dock until they reach market
Program
size. They are gathered in nets on a weekly basis
and processed on site and sold to area restaurants
and shops through a retail facility existing on the
site.
With a total of 24,000 cubic meters of water,
growing 10 kg. of fish per cubic meter, the facility
could produce approximately 670,000 lbs. of fish
annually, with a weekly processed production of
14,000 lbs.
The water system for the facility would be
capable of being operated in an open or closed
fashion. A significant portion of the wet floor space
is dedicated to filtration tanks and water treatment
equipment. On a regular basis this closed system
would be supplemented with treated harbor water.
Water quality equipment would monitor all tanks as
well as harbor conditions. .
Filstf/oor(we)
Farm Manager
Research managers
(4) @ 200
Reception
Secretary
Tanks
Storage
Processing
Refridgeration
Storage
Water quality/control
Research Lab space
Conference/Lecture
Bathrooms
Second//oor
Exhibit
Cafe
Kitchen
Bathrooms
Third floor
Offices (6 @ 250)
General office
Library
Lounge/Break
Bathrooms
SUB TOTAL
TOTAL (Inc. 30% circulation)
150 s.f.
800 s.f.
200 s.f.
200 s.f.
2,400 s.f.
800 s.f.
150 s.f.
500 s.f.
150 s.f.
2,000 s.f.
750 s.f.
3,000 s.f.
1,100 s.f.
200 s.f.
1,500 s.f.
1,100 s.f.
300 s.f.
200 s.f.
15,500 s.f.
20,600 s.f.
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The Maine coast, showing
the natural reciporocity of
land and water-their
interrelatedness and
interdependence.
The Design Approach
The following pages describe particular
aspects of the design and explain them through
references and diagrams. A response to the
environment began with a study of the site, in-
cluded in the earlier part of this book by means of
images and descriptions.
The response took shape in several ways.
First, responding to the strong physical context
meant building upon existing axial directions, and
developing these directions through built elements
to intensify the experiential quality.
Second, the historic foundry building in many
ways served as a starting point for the design.
Though built quickly and for strictly functional
purposes, it has a simple form and a graceful
articulation. Its rhythmic and tectonic qualities
give clues to the aquaculture center's structural
organization.
A third type of response to the environment,
while less site-based, attempts to build more
transitional and threshold spaces, making the
building an inhabitable place which contributes to
the site's physical landscape. Some existing roof
forms suggest formal properties of exchange of the
building enclosure with the outdoors.
Finally, the building responds to the sun and
wind in an attempt to accommodate the inhabit-
ants, reduce dependence on artificial
heating,cooling and lighting, and bring about the
experiential quality of nature in the city.
In general, the building is meant to feel very
light, but grounded. It should feel very comfortable
in its context, yet different from it. It should be very
exposed to the natural environment, yet protected
from it. .
(fig. 7) Siza's plan for the
swimming pools in Leca da
Palmeira, Portugal.
(fig. 8) A figure -ground study
of the Navy Yard.
- -- 
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Directionality
The BRA's plan for parcels 6 and 7 is experien-
tially vapid. The bulky massing and undirectional
form of the proposed buildings lacks any connec-
tion or association with the majority of existing
forms (fig. 5, p. 20), and the large-scale proposals
lacks in the intimate break down of sizes consis-
tently seen at the site. When considering the
linearity of the existing site organization and the
very directional building forms, the extension of
these building/sitedirections into parcels 6 and 7
implies very different forms than those in the BRA
plan, and translates into the making of a richly
experiential place. By looking at the site in terms of
direction and, thus, zones made by these directions
it can be understood more as a physical landscape
with unique qualities of habitation and experience.
Alvaro Siza, for example, is a master at building the
direction and form of the site into the building,
breaking down the distinction between building and
landscape, indoors and outdoors (fig. 7).
By building site direction into the building the
result is a more legible and more experiential
organization. Displacing major linear organiza-
tional pieces develops a much more varied edge
condition, making inhabitable places inside and
outside the building. This can help the making of
place, and the making of human places, while also
being true to the character of the site.
As the figure ground study shows (fig. 8), major
axial directions at the Navy Yard read clearly at
both the site and building size. West of First
Street, buildings align with the major direction of
the site, parallel to the coastline. East of First
Street, the direction changes, turning perpendicu-
larly. It is this direction which has been emphasized
in the aquaculture center's organization (fig. 9). m
(fig. 9) Diagram showing how
the general organization is
generated through the
displacement of directional
pieces.
(fig. 10) Diagram of
Shindler's Kings Road House
showing it's structural
simplicity and organization.
Windows at the foundry
building on First Street
showing the tectonic
articulation of the structural
bays.
Rhythm through tectonics
Many of the initial moves for the aquaculture
center developed as an attempt to continue the
rhythmic qualities of the old foundry buildings along
First Street. Therefore, instead of using a standard
structural grid buried in curtain walls, much of the
structure exists outside the building, where
appropriate, in order to intensify structural legibility
(fig. 11). Columns along the north face of the
building guide visitors to the entrance. Along the
south they support an overhang to provide shade
and transitional space.
Much like Rudolph Shindler's Kings Road
house, an attempt was made to maintain structural
simplicity. In Schindler's house (fig. 10), continuous
concrete walls provide a hard edge for
containment. A lighter wood structural system
acts as transitional containment built in layers
between indoors and outdoors. The simplicity is in
the clarity of each element's function. Similarly in
the aquaculture center, hard walls contain the main
activity, directing perception toward the harbor and
downtown Boston, and emphasizing activity in the
dry dock. A lighter structure on the south side,
which has more intense edge variety and depth,
acts as a transition to the outdoors.
Clarifying the function of the various elements
is possible by developing a hierarchy of the parts.
Larger structural members support the roof, while
smaller members support the floors. In many
areas, along the north side, for example, columns
have the single function of supporting the roof,
making the roof more legible as an independent
piece of the building. .
(fig. 11) Structural diagram
showing the hard edge of the
north wall and the lighter
transitional zone to the south.
(fig. 12) Schindler's Kings Road
house, showing transitional
threshold spaces made by roof
overhangs, ground form, and
vegetation, and showing nodes
of containment within a
continuous landscape.
An entrance to the foundry
building on First Street at the
Navy Yard.
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Exchange/threshold spaces (fig. 13) Diagram showing
A building becomes truly public only when it
can actually be inhabited by the public, indoors and
outdoors. A building can provide roof overhangs
that give shelter from a sudden rain. It can provide
places to meet before entering the building, or it
can give shade from the sun. Shindler's Kings
Road house intensifies the landscape by building
the transitions between inside and outside (fig. 12)
while simultaneously providing inhabitable places.
A building must not only contain but must sustain
and respond to its place in the landscape by adding
form and richness to that landscape.
Another way to intensify the landscape is by
building spacial continuity within the building and
by its relationship to the surrounding landscape.
This continuity can occur at all levels and at all
sizes. For example, in the Kings Road house,
nodes of containment exist in an otherwise open
plan. Movement and access therefore provide
continuity through the building and from indoors to
outdoors. Or, at a smaller size, this continuity is
maintained through the use of virtually continuous
glazing and extended overhangs at the transitional
edge, and smaller openings and a tighter arrange-
ment in the contained nodes. The aquaculture
center has similar nodes of containment, and has
tried to maintain visual and physical continuity
along its east/west axis, and in its relationship to
the water (fig.'s 13 and 14). .
threshold spaces and
transitional zones.
. .....
........-........
(fig. 14) Diagram showing
continuity of open space and
the distribution of enclosed
spaces within this continuity.
From A + U. May 1990
From GSD News. Fall 1993
(fig. 16) Behnisch allows
individual inhabitants to
adjust their own light levels
by the use of individual
awnings.
(fig. 17) Fumihiko Maki uses
screens to create different
lighting effects in the Tepai
Science Pavilion, 1989.
Daylighting (fig. 18) Plan diagram of first
ffl d t^ hk LThe goal in this project was to maximize direct
solar gain in winter and minimize overheating in
summer through the use of the building's orienta-
tion, light reflectors, screens, louvres, and sun-
scoops. Technics were tested by diagrams (fig.18).
The building is oriented 400 west of south. It
was not oriented directly south because a decision
was made that the building benefited more, practi-
cally and aesthetically, if it aligned itself directly to
the dry dock. However, to maximize winter heating
where it is most needed, in offices and public
exhibits, windows face 250 west of south.
Daylighting techniques consist of light reflec-
tors, screens, awnings and sunscoops. The light
reflectors, used primarily in office spaces in order
to minimize daytime use of artificial light, are sized
to block sun entirely in the summer. In winter
months they allow light in the lower windows,
though only below eye level to avoid discomfort
(fig.19). These reflectors shade without cluttering
views and redistribute light deeper into the space.
Awnings were not used in the offices due to the
windy nature of the sight but are used elsewhere,
with an affect similar to Behnisch (fig. 16).
Screening material is used primarily when
extrusions on the surface of the building are not
practical, particularly on the south-side atrium
(fig.17). Sunscoops bring light into the atrium and
provide for light in the culture tank space (fig. 20).
These scoops can be precisely controlled through
the use of louvres or baffles to maximize light
reflectivity and to minimize heat gain by direct light.
Ceilings, and surfaces below the second or
third floors, are made of material which reflects the
light of water in the dry dock and to bounce sunlight
off sun reflectors into the clerestory windows. .
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daylighting, looking in particular
at 4:00 pm on August 21, due
to hot late-aftemoon sun.
W. Lam(fig. 19) Light reflectors,
reflecting clerestoy light deeper
into the space, and blocking
light below eye level.
W. Lam
(fig. 20) Sunscoops, blocking
direct light, reflecting light down
into the space.
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Diagram of south elevation
showing location of various
daylighting technics.
Elevation study model built at
1" = 16'.
Sections giving the proper
profile angle for December 21,
at 12:00, 2:00 and 4:00pm.
These were used to determine
sun reflector dimensions and to
determine daylighting
sufficiency.
Sections giving the proper
profile angle for August 21, at
12:00, 2:00 and 4:00pm.
These were used to determine
sun reflector dimensions and to
determine daylighting
sufficiency.
(fig. 21) Plan and section of the
site, showing predicted wind
patterns for summer (dotted)
and winter (black).
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The goal of studying the wind's movement was
to maximize natural ventilation in the summer-at
the site level and at the building size-and to
minimize uncomfortable wind in the winter. Gen-
eral wind patterns for Boston are:
winter- 52% WSW toNW (strongest, NW).
summer- 34% WSW to NW, 24% ENE to SE.
At the site level, thick vegetation in the north-
ern section, primarily parcels 6 and 7, (fig. 21),
should prevent much of the NW winds from tunnel-
ling into the courtyard. Trees in the courtyard
should act as an additional wind foil. Dense
vegetation along the north-eastern part of the pier
should also protect the buildings along that edge.
Buildings in the west of the site are 5 to 8 stories
and should protect much of the public outdoor
space at the site.
In summer, south-westerlies move down First
Street and should nicely ventilate both the building
and the site as a whole. Section studies (fig. 22)
show the anticipated movement of the wind
through the building in the summer. n
(fig. 22) Section through the
building and the site showing
in general the predicted wind
movement during summer.
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Final Drawings
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Section #1: Processing area
on ground level (with
lookout), cafe on second
floor.
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Section #2: Entrance on
ground floor. View to tanks
on second and third floors.
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Section #3: Tanks on
ground floor, exhibit on
second floor, offices on third
floor.
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Section #4: Main entty,
exhibit on second floor,
offices on third floor.
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Section #5: Main entrance
atrium and atrium on south
side, exhibit catwalk on
second floor, library/lounge
on third floor.
Section #6: Research labs
and offices on first floor,
main exhibition space on
second floor.
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Section showing lighting in the
winter.
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(left) Site sections, (right)
site plan with proposed
project.
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Process Models
Sketch model of site organization
and building built form 0 1" = 100',
with initial organizational diagram
Second sketch model at
1" = 32'
Thrid sketch model at
1"=32'
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Detail from 1" = 16' model of
north facade.
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(above) Model at 1" = 16', (left)
detail of model showing the
south elevation.
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Detail of entrance atrium on the
north side.
94
Detail of interior showing
entrance and tank space on the
ground floor, the exhibition
catwalk on the second floor and
offices on the third floor.
95
Model of site and proposed
project @ 1= 50'
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